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MAY
1st Two Hoots & A Holler + Little Giants 
2nd The Blazers 3rd Mark Luke Daniels 
4th Mike Hall’s Boys’ Night Out 
5th Troll Dolls + The Wallflowers 
6th The Wildsiders 7th Kris McKay 8th Killbiliy 
9th Millionaire Playboys + Monte Warden 
+ Bruce Robison 10th Troy & Scrappy 
11th Spot Removal 12th Apple Jane 
13th Hey Zeus + Walter Traggart’s Little Village Idiots 
14th Evan Johns & The H-Bombs 
15th Texana Dames 16th Johnny Law 
17th Julian Dawson 18th Radio Thieves + M J. Torrance 
19th Beat-O-Sonics + Death Valley 
20th Barb Donovan Band 
21st Buick McKane 22nd Loose Diamonds 
23rd Chaparral + Havoline Supremes 
24th Little Giants 25th Mr Jones 26th TBA 
27th Storming Heaven
28th Will Sexton, Richard Bowden & Bukka Allen 
29th Beaver Nelson & The Donkeys 
30th LeRoi Brothers 31st Muleskinners
607 TRINITY 
473-2542 
MAY MUSIC
1st Faboo 2nd Therapy Sisters 
3rd Johnny Law + Radio Thieves 
8th David Rodriguez + M onk W ilson + Robert Thomas 
9th Betty Elders 10th Michael Fracasso + Bart Willis 
14th Michael Elwood & Beth Galiger (tape release) 
15th Susan Colton
16th Calvin Russell Band + M andy Mercier Band 
17th Chris Chandler (Upstage, record relase)
17th Will Sexton Trio + Bill Carter 
21st Queens Of The M ay II: Music City Texas all w om en 
show  w ith Jo Carol Pierce, Betty Elders & more 
21st Emily Kaitz & Purly Gates (Upstage)
22nd W alt W ilkins & Friends 
24th Barb Donovan Trio + MJ Torrance Trio 
26th Chicago Showcase 
28th Susanna Sharpe & Samba Police 
29th Storyville 30th Bon Terra Drive + Susan Colton 
31st Arson Reunion
Cafe M anhattan VI Suns (5pm), Fris & Sats (8pm) 
Two O pen Mikes every M onday & W ednesdays 
Call Chicago Hotline 473-2542 for m ore info
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Voted The Best N ew  Restaurant 
now serving breakfast, Saturday & Sunday 
LIVE MUSIC ON THE DECK EVERY EVENING 
(Voted The Best Patio In Austin)
Sundays (5pm) • Timber Wolves 
Mondays • The D evil & The Dames 
Thursdays • D'Jalma Gamier's French Band 
Fridays • The Frigidaires 
Saturdays • Jazz Pharaohs 
7:30pm-10:00pm 
ring for details of other nights
1703 South First Street 
440-8778
512 474-9999
605 WEST 10TH STREET AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701
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INDEPENDENCE DflYS
With the National Association of Independent 
Record Distributors & M anufacturers 
(NAIRD to its friends) holding its 20th annual 
convention in Austin this month, we’d like to 
sing a little hymn of praise to the indy label, 
past, present and future.
• Take almost any form of music, except 
possibly Broadway shows, and its essential 
history belongs to indies, whose very names 
evoke significant phases—Vee-Jay, Modem, 
Chess, Imperial, Sun, King, Bluebird, 
Cadence, Folkways, Vanguard, Blue Note, 
Liberty, Vogue, Speciality, Tamla-Motown, 
Stax— well, you get the idea. Whether 
dedicated music lovers or hustlers chasing a 
fast buck, indy entrepreneurs are the cutting 
edge, quick reaction times, street smarts, 
economy of scale, knowledge of special 
markets and willingness to take chances 
keeping them permanently ahead of the 
ponderous, bureaucratised majors in finding, 
signing and recording new talent. Most 
successful musicians have an indy to thank.
• When the majors woke up to rock & roll, 
more precisely, the money being made from 
it, they began buying artists’ contracts from 
indy labels, then acquiring labels wholesale, 
absorbing them or running them as 
subsidiaries, but new ones sprang up in their 
place. For many years, a sym biotic
relationship existed, formally acknowledged in 
distribution deals, indies making good the majors ’ 
deficiencies in A&R, in effect becoming their 
farm teams, proving grounds for new artists.
• That relationship has broken down. The major 
labels themselves are now mere profit centers for 
conglomerates whose main impulse is to squeeze 
out competition. Payola, on a scale that dwarfs 
the scandals of the late 50s, has effectively cut 
indies off from radio and TV, and hence the 
charts, but, while their ability to manipulate 
popular taste has increased enormously, the 
majors, driven by a mix of timidity, ignorance, 
desperation and lack of confidence in their own 
judgement, are even less competent than ever.
• Which, more than ever, leaves the future of 
music in the hands of the indies. While the 
shady— hell, downright criminal— element that 
ruthlessly exploited musicians has mostly fallen 
away, some established indies have themselves 
begun to ossify, CDs have eroded impulse buying 
and distributors go belly up, usually taking some 
labels with them, but the world is not yet so 
homogenized that there aren’t still markets, too 
small or fragmented to merit the majors ’ attention, 
for esoterica, from the archaic to the avant-garde, 
not to mention weird little magazines that take 
them seriously.
• God love indies—music would be infinitely 
poorer without them.
MICHfiEL ELWOOD 
& BETH QfiLKSER
In only three years Michael Elwood and Beth Galiger have carved 
themselves a place on folk festival stages, in folk clubs and on the 
house concert circuits of the Mid-West and North-East. Though 
Elwood has been writing songs since college days, he was 30 when 
he decided that there was nothing audiences could do to him worse 
than divorce lawyers and went public, in partnership with multi­
instrumentalist (flute, alto sax, percussion) and harmony singer 
Beth Galiger. The duo quickly won first local, now increasingly 
national respect for their relaxed and thoughtful arrangements of 
Elwood’s intense, mature, intelligent, literate and articulate lyrics.
• Originally from Pennsylvania but a long-time Austin resident, 
Elwood has worked as a rehabilitation teacher, house painter and, 
like many Austin musicians, school bus driver (now there’s a 
thought to keep you parents awake nights). He credits his ‘ ‘eccentric’ ’ 
altered tuning guitar style to the strumming at home influence of 
Merle Travis, Leo Kottke and John Fahey.
• Galiger, from both Kansas Citys, was weaned on the vibrant 
local jazz scene in which her father was involved, and, though her 
mother, classical music, and in fact majored in classical. Her 
ambition, however, was “to play in bars and work at Woolworth’s, 
like real musicians do.” After a break as a full-time political 
activist, she returned to music, initially bluegrass in KC, and, while 
travelling round in her van, broke down in Austin, hooked up with
Emily Kaitz, Acoustic Volcanics and others and made the classic 
move.
• Last year, a CD, Scarecrow’s Prayer, targeted at Adult 
Contemporary radio, appeared under Elwood ’ s name, from which 
virtually all Galiger’s parts had been stripped, and which, along 
with everyone else familiar with their live performances, I 
considered to be almost grotesquely overproduced. Questions of 
taste aside, it was also an album that Elwood could not conceivably 
tour on, or use to promote the live act.
• This month, at a Chicago House show whose line up (see 
Previews) graphically demonstrates the respect in which Elwood 
and Galiger are held by their Austin peers, they release a bare 
bones live recording (see Reviews) that not only serves as a viable 
what-you-see-is-what-you-get demo, but, side by side with the 
previous album, seems to me to be a classic and clear-cut vindication 
of a personal philosophical view— Less Is More (which can also 
be expressed as More Means Worse).
• A stand-out on the 1991 Kerrville Folk Festival tape (reviewed 
last issue), Elwood isn’t one of the manic, intricate and sardonic 
Texas singer-songwriters, but he easily stands comparison, as an 
American singer-songwriter, with any of the national names he 
and Galiger will share this year’s Kerrville stage with, and is 
considerably more talented and profound than most of them. JC
LA ZONA ROSA
1 st Tish Hinojosa • 2nd Will Sexton Band 
3rd Alejandro Escovedo • 6th Townes Van Zandt 
7th Jack-o-Pierce • 8th Marcos Loya + 20 Mondays 
9th Susanna Sharpe & Samba Police 
10th John Delafose & The Eunice Playboys 
1 1 th Monte Montgomery 
1 3th W ayne Toups & Zydecajun 
14th Sara Hickman • 15th Joe Ely 
16th Paul Glasse 17th Ray W ylie Hubbard 
1 8th Ed Miller & Rich Brotherton 
20th Filé • 21 st Chaparral 
22nd David Amram & Turk Pipkin 
23 Nathan & The Zydeco Cha-Cha's 
24th Delbert McClinton • 25th Alvin Crow & guests 
27th W ayne Hancock • 28th The Sundogs 
30 Joe 'King' Carrasco
Every Tuesday Bummer Night 
with Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell & Pals 
Every Sunday (except 9th) 
Texana Dames (5pm)
Austin's icehouse for the Arts" 
4th and Rio G ran d e
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calibrated and monitored 
Kodak film negatives/positives 
or paper-2,540 dots per inch
SCANNING
line art
half tone/gray scale 
OCR-text recognition 
color-24 bit
COLOR POSTSCRIPT®
laser prints & transparencies 
continuous tone proofing
DATA CONVERSION
Mac to PC 
PC to Mac
SELF SERVICE
LaserWriter IINTX laser prints 
Macintosh II time rental 
Largest Adobe font selection
24 HOUR M0DEM/FAX 
DESIGN AND LAYOUT
micropuBUSH
1700 South L am ar 
Suite 102 
A ustin , Texas 78704 
Tel. 512.440.7242 
Fax 512.440.7114 
M odem  512.440.0998
9033 Research Blvd. 
Austin, TX 78758 
(512) 339-7444
APRIL
1st Bob Kniffen 2nd Elliot Fikes
3rd The Fat Tones 
5th Bobby Mack & Night Train 
6th Connie Kirk 7th Solid Senders
8th Dr Patterson Barrett & The Associates 
9th Junior Mediow & Tornado Alley 
10th Rockin’ Neumonias 
11th GREG KIHN + The Piledrivers 
12th Kyle Turner 13th Rhythm Rats
14th One Touch 15th Toby Anderson
16th Bill Carter & The Blame 
17th Rhythm Rats 19th 3 Balls Of Fire
20th Jimmie Lee 21st Solid Senders
22nd Native Sun 23rd Chris Holzhaus
24th Bugs Henderson 26th Smokin’ Joe Kubek 
27th Native Sun 
28th Mike Morgan & The Crawl 
29th Toby Anderson 
30th Bobby Mack & Night Train 
31st New Policy 
BLUES JAM every MONDAY
siiteli iancock’s
4 0 6  BRAZOS, AUSTIN , TX (512) 478-1688 
W est Texas products • home of the No 2 Alike Tape 
O f The Month Club • and Waterwheel Soundworks 
tape duplication services • Records & tapes by W est 
Texas artists »Posters »Photography 
Art • Jewelry • T-shirts 
Marquetry by Spider & Laura 
Guatamalan Huipilas, Mosas & 
fabrics • G arage sale items 
and probably more
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Last month, I somehow managed to forget to 
even mention Terry Allen’s most recent, 
unreleased recordings. So, of course, the 
Allen freaks say, “fine, but what about Pedal 
Steal?” Top priority is the CD of Smokin The 
Dummy, to be followed, “late summer” 
(according to the man himself, who’s high 
on La Zona Rosa’s hit list for their new 
Texas Music Sunday shows) by Pedal Steal 
and yet another soundtrack album, Rollback. 
Allen completists please note that High Horse 
Mama didn’t make it to the CD of Lubbock 
(On Everything).
•This month one of the albums reviewed, 
Michael Elwood & Beth Galiger’s, 
coincidentally contains the only reference to 
car upholstery, Tuck-n-Roll Dream, I ’ve 
come across apart from Terry Allen’s 
Wolfman Of Del Rio (“She took her first 
release on the back seat of a 1961 black V- 
8 Ford. She just gave up all control on that 
vinyl tuck-n-roll. . . ”).
•The Stateman ’ s Don McLeese made some 
good points in his Graying Of Austin Music 
article, but there are a couple of things another 
beer-bellied geriatric, older but flatter, would 
like to add. One is that you could almost date 
the blunting of Austin’s cutting edge from 
the rise in the legal drinking age to 21. 
‘Innovative’ music requires a teenage 
audience because, in the words of our parents 
and our parents ’ parents back to the dawn of 
time, they’re the only ones who’ll listen to 
that shit, but venues depend on bar sales. 
Ergo, Texas ’ musical agenda is governed by 
the tastes of over-2 Is.
• And, Don, disliking Joe Ely’s Hi-Res 
don’t work as an example of Austin 
conservatism— everybody, everywhere, 
hated it. If I remember rightly, Billboard 
named it worst album of the year. History 
may eventually vindicate Ely’s “daring to 
experiment with computers,” but right now 
I don’t quite see why he “deserves credit” for 
what still looks like an artistic disaster that 
crippled his career.
• While we’re about it, Charlie Sexton 
didn ’t piss people off by going pop in LA but 
by bad-mouthing Austin there every chance. 
•This month’s Song Revision comes from 
Junior Brown, whose version of Johnny B 
Good goes “People came from miles around, 
begging him to turn his guitar down.”
•Steve Clark of Waterloo Ice House thinks 
every band should have an accordion, and 
the omens are on his side. One day recently, 
Musicmakers sold twice as many accordions 
as guitars! OK, it was kind of slow and they 
only moved one guitar and two accordions, 
»but the ratio speaks for itself. A Central 
Texas Cluster of the Texas Accordion 
Association has been formed (Sam Gentry' 
483-6000/445-2977) with monthly Austin 
meetings that feature open mikes and jams 
of up to 50 accordion players. Gentry warns 
me that Austin may soon see incursions by 
accordionistas, guerrilla squeezers who 
invade unsuspecting locales gang handed. 
•The twang of breaking strings is a familiar 
sound, particularly to High Noon regulars 
who have proposed a pool to be won by the 
person who picks the number of strings 
Shawn Young breaks during a gig, with 
Shawn getting the zero as an inducement. Of 
course, playing acoustic rhythm guitar in a 
rockabilly band puts you in the front line (a 
high energy set with Ronnie Dawson, left 
Young with only two unbroken), but it got 
me wondering who Austin’s champion string 
breaker is. So MCT andMusicMakers,who 
are putti ng up 5 packets of acoustic or electric 
strings, are looking for x-my-heart-and-hope- 
to-die claims for non-deliberate string 
breaking in a single gig. The figure to beat is 
Young’s personal best/worst of 13.
•In the Reviews is an album by steel guitar 
legends Jimmy Day and Herb Remington, 
but Henry ’ s Monday night regulars got a live 
shot in April when Day walked in 
unannounced and sat in. Twin steels and 
fiddles— it don’t get no better than that! 
Next day, Jimmy came back to play a pick­
up gig with Don Walser, Don Keeling and 
High Noon’s Sean Mencher, but the final 
line-up included Jesse Taylor on acoustic 
guitar and Mike English on electric. I know 
Buddy Emmons is supposed to be the best 
steel guitar player in the world, but by me 
Day is #1. The man just does my head in— 
as does Jesse.
•Twin fiddles reminds me of an exchange 
between Gene Elders of Geprge Strait ’ s Ace 
In The Hole B and and the Pure Texas B and ’ s 
16 year old prodigy Jason Roberts. After 
they’d paired up, Gene said to Jason, “Son, 
as an older, experienced fiddle player talking 
to a young player just starting out, let me give 
you a word of advice— Get out of town, 
kid.” Roberts, who also sings and plays 
mandolin, electric guitar, bass and drums, is 
impressive enough right now, and is going to 
be a country monster, that is if the Hat Acts 
haven ’ t completely destroyed country music 
before he graduates from High School.
Maybe he’ll be the spearhead of the revival 
of Real Country. Sure like to see it happen in 
my lifetime.
•If you made it to my birthday party, I hope 
you had as good a time as I ’m told I did. I 
thought it was a bit odd that it took me four 
hours to finish one glass, but it seems the 
beer fairy kept topping it up and things got a 
little hazy in there. One result being that I left 
a few people out of last month’s thank you 
note, so apologies and belated thanks to 
Maura Boudreau & Craig Marshall (The 
Delta Rays), Debra Peters, Rich Brotherton, 
Scott Neubert, Boomer Norman, Bill Bailey 
and the home team, Don Walser, Howard 
Kalish, Bert Rivera, Jason Roberts, Don 
Keeling and James Casey. And of course 
and as ever, James & Gayle Henry formnning 
the best little honky tonk in Texas.
• I f  you didn’t make it, you missed a good 
‘un, not that you’d have been able to get in 
the door—hell, I was there half an hour early 
and there wasn ’t a empty chair then (one was 
occupied by Bob Wills’ daughter Rosetta), 
and precious little standing room. By the 
time things got rolling, the place was really 
packed. In case you missed the basic premise, 
a set list of my 49 all-time country and 
rockabilly faves was performed by, in the 
final analysis, 35 different musicians and, 
seen as Honky Tonk Olympics, while the 
men were certainly no slouches, the 
women—Leeann Atherton, Leslie Freda, 
Tina Rose, M aura Boudreau, Libbi 
Bosworth, Toni Price and Betty Elders— 
came away with the golds, dominating the 
evening with some absolutely stunning 
performances.
• Which were being immortalised on a 
video which makes CMT look pretty sick. 
OK, the camera work’s quirky and the sound 
isn’t exactly studio quality, but the music’s 
fantastic and the whole thing’s just dripping 
with atmosphere. Some time this month, I’ll 
have it edited down to two hours and will 
knock out copies for anybody interested at 
about $10 a pop, maybe a little less. 
•Picking up from the editorial, here’s a few 
of my fave A&R men jokes:
Q: How many A&R men does it take to 
change a light bulb? A: I don’t know. What 
do you think?
Q: Why don’t A&R men look out of the 
window in the morning? A: So they’ll have 
something to do in the afternoon.
A rabbit meets a snake and neither knows 
what it is. The snake says, “Well, you’re 
furry, got floppy ears and a bob tail. You 
must be a rabbit.” The rabbit says, “Well, 
you ’re slimy, got no ears and a forked tongue. 
You must be an A&R man.”
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Live Music 5 Nights A Week • No Cover
Happy Hour Prices 9am— 12pm 
MONDAYS Don Walser’ s Pure Texas Band 
TUESDAYS Jimmy Davis &  Larry Boyd 
THURSDAYS Son Geezinslaw &  Boomer Norman 
1st Junior Brown 
2nd High Noon 
8th Corned Hurd Band 
9th Ethyl 8c Methyl 
15th Reese Brothers
16th Mike Farmer 8c The Western Gentlemen 
22nd Jimmie Mac Band 
23rd Ted Roddy’s Honky Tonk DeLuxe 
29th Larry Salinas 8c The Country Airs 
30th Libbi Bosworth 8c Tumblin’ Dice
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Ollie Ponce 
guitar technician 
Don Akers 
electronic service 
Bill Ussery 
service dept
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6317 Burnet • 453-9594
11th ANNIVERSARY BASH
Saturday May 9th, 6pm-2am
Herman The German & Das Cowboy 
Rodeo Revolution • Eric Blakely Band 
Tony & The Tigers • Poor Yorick 
Ghetto Men • Laughing Dogs
Sunday May 10th, 7pm-2am
Songwriters’ Night with George Bancroft 
Bechtol & McBride • Eric Blakely 
Jubal Clark • Bill Colbert • Mark Luke Daniels 
Lost John & Boomer • Cody Hubach
LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
3510 Guadalupe • 474-5314
MUSICMAKERS
Austin
manager 
517-B $ LAMAR 
AUSTIN, TX 
7 8 7 0 4  
5 1 2 / 4 4 4 - 6 6 8 6
ft
SOUTH AUSTIN \ l,
MAGNOLIA 
CAFE
2304 lake austin boulevard
478-8645 
1920 so congress avenue 
445-0000
24 HOURS • 8 DAYS A WEEK
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DON WALSER'S 
PURE TEXAS BAND
100% Pure Texas
(Sight & Sound SW, cassette)
The last track, Walser’s original Side Men, 
honoring the foot soldiers of country music, 
explains much of what precedes it. Far more of 
a band album than their two previous tapes 
(Sings Pure Texas and Sings More Pure Texas), 
four tracks, Jersey Bounce, Indian Gals, Austin 
Waltz and September Song, are instrumentals 
spotlighting Howard Kalish and Jason Roberts’ 
twin fiddles and Bert Rivera’s steel guitar, with 
Kalish (Lonesome 77203) and Roberts (Take Me 
BackTo Tulsa) also featured as vocalists. Which 
leaves Walser with Side Men (the others are Don 
Keeling bass, Bill Nadeau drums and guest Rick 
McRae guitar), Mel Tillis’ One More Drink, the 
Eddy Arnold standard Bouquet Of Roses and the 
Elton Britt yodel setpiece Cowpoke. The latter, 
for which Ed gladly trade the entire recorded 
works of Brooks/Black/Jackson, is absolutely 
staggering, and on its own should prov ide enough 
of a Walser fix to carry most addicts from one 
Monday to the next. If not for the other albums, 
I ’d say this one had way too little of Walser’s 
stupendous voice, and if you haven’t yet got 
round to checking him out, this isn’t the one to 
start with, but, as a change of pace in this fine 
band’s output, a must for existing fans. JC
JIMMY DAY & 
HERB REMINGTON
A Day W ith Remington
(Glad Music, cassette)
Or a night, live at The Limelight, Dickerson, 
Texas, with the twin steel guitars of two of the 
greatest players of all time, both living legends 
whose careers encompass much of Country & 
Western history. Day, who, until he moved to 
Nashville last year, could to be heard every 
Monday night with Don Walser’s Pure Texas 
Band at Henry’s, has toured with, inter alia, 
Elvis, George Jones, Ray Price, Jim Reeves and 
Willie Nelson and played on countless country 
classics. Remington came to prominence with 
Bob Wills as one of the most important elements 
of the Texas Playboys’ post-war glory days. In a 
‘Texas Western Jamboree, ’ these great veterans, 
flawlessly backed by Danny Levin piano, Bobby 
Boatwright and Clyde Brewer fiddles, syncopate 
eleven instmmentals including Western Swing 
classics like Bob Wills’ San Antonio Rose and 
Tommy Duncan’s Time Changes Everything, 
Benny Goodman’s Coconut Grove, Right Or 
Wrong and Sleepy John Estes’ Milk Cow Blues. 
Pride of place, however, goes to Remington’s 
superb originals, particularly the knockout Steel 
Guitar Waltz, on which Levin corruscates. The 
playing is, of course, sensational, and the 
recording crisp and clean. JC
LEFTY FRIZZELL
Life's Like Poetry
(Bear Family, 12 CD import box set)
Not so much a record, more a way of life—270 
tracks, the entire recording career, tragically cut 
short by his death at 46, including alternative 
versions in strict chronological sequence, of one 
the greatest, most successful and influential of 
all country artists. Bom in Corsicana, Texas, in 
1928, Frizzell’s very first session, at Jim Beck’s 
Dallas studio, in 1950 produced a double-sided 
hit of originals, I f  You’ve Got The Money I ’ve 
GotTheTime and I Love You A ThousandWays. 
The first CD also includes Beck’s recordings of 
Frizzell's own Always Late, Mom And Dad’s 
Waltz, IWantToBe With You Always and Jimmie 
Rodgers' Travellin Blues, respectively #1, #2, 
#7 and #8 in Billboard’s October 1951 Top Ten, 
a coup only rivalled by The Beatles. The hits 
stopped coming with the advent of rock & roll, 
to which Frizzell made no concessions, but his 
later work is as stunning if less well known. His 
appeal evades analysis, but the impact of his 
relaxed timing, intense, intimate and economical 
recording style, ability to stretch vowels and slur 
down an octave in one note can be heard to this 
day. The box (available from Musicmania), which 
includes a truly amazing 150 page LP size book, 
isn't cheap, but you’ll never have to buy another 
Hat Act album ever again. Lefty did it first—and 
better. JC
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IT WASN’T AS GOOD AS HENRY’S C3/30/92D
Welcomes everyone to the 20th 
annual convention of the 
National Association of Independent Record 
Distributors & Manufacturers
NAIRD
----------------6th & Lamar — — —
2nd Dan Del Santo & Tom as Ram irez 
7th A lejandro E scovedo’s last Thursday 
6th John Rey Reed (tape release party) 
8th/9th Syd Straw & D avid Halley
don't miss our main store, featuring:
• 30/000+ vinyl albums
• 15,000+45s
• current releases and deep catalog
CDs and cassettes
• imports, box sets, posters and more
Delw ood Shopping Center
3 8 1 S N. IH 35  (38i/2 St. Exit)
Mon—Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-6 
(512)451-3361
+ 10,000+ LPs at $1 each at MusicMania Clearance Store 
Austin Country Flea Market 
9500 HWY 290 EAST • BLDGS 321-325
15th L.J. Booth 
16th A ustin Lounge Lizards 
23rd Kirt K em pter 
29th M uleskinners + iris Dem ent 
(may m ove to 38th St on the 30th, please check) 
30th Christine Albert
........  38th Street --------------------------
2nd Jane G illm an + Band Gum  Swing 
8th Andy O w ens • 9th W alt Lewis 
14th Therapy Sisters + A ustin Lounge Lizards 
+ Em ily K aitz • 16th A lisa Lineman 
22nd James Oliver + John Ridenour Cluster + Good Change 
23rd ALTM  cajun dance with Tit Ler
Saturday/Sunday 10—6 Austin’s Premier acoustic showplace since 1976
for the first time in Austin 
Now offering
REAL TIME PROFESSIONAL 
CASSETTE COPIES
STUDIO QUALITY
DAT to DAT & All Formats by professional engineers 
24 Hour Pick Up & Delivery Service 
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed 
RING 445-5175 or 24 hour pager 450-7589
Great Hill Market Center 
9828 Great Hills Trail #310 
338-1777
ffiSTE OP TEXAS
‘A tempting world of Home Grown
May 1 s t A lejandro  Escoved 
May 2nd R ic h a rd  Thompson SO LD  OUT 
May 7 th  NAIRD Show case:
In g rid  K arklins + Michael Fracasso 
May 8 th  & 9 th  AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS 
12th Anniversary 
May 14 th  Dana Cooper 
May 15th Ju le s  Shear
24th & Guadalupe ¥ 471-8228
Texas Foods, Beverages and Produce” 
SERVING PO’ BOYS VERY DAY 
AND LIVE MUSIC Thursday & Saturday 
2nd— GRAZMATICS 
7th— WALT LEWIS 
9th—LILLIAN STANDFIELD 
14th— SONGWRITERS’ SHOW 
16th—TEXANA DAMES 
21st— SONGWRITERS’
23rd— CHAMP HOOD & MARVIN DENTON 
28th— SONGWRITERS’ SHOW 
30th— SARAH ELIZABETH CAMPBELL 
& d o n  McCa l i s t e r
""t&S" RECORD a TfiPE REVIEWS )
BARB DONOVAN 
Factory Town
MICHAEL ELWOOD 
& BETH GAUGER 
Hemlock Smile:
Live A t La Casa
(independent CD/cassette)
Recorded live this April at a prestigious (Guy 
Clark, Townes Van Zandt, Butch Hancock, et 
al) Birmingham, Michigan, monthly concert 
series, this tape (CD due mid-Summer), can be 
seen as singer-songwriter Elwood and multi­
instrumentalist (flute, alto sax, percussion) and 
harmony singer Galiger’s bare bones response 
to last year’s Scarecrow’s Prayer, released 
under Elwood’s name with Galiger’s parts 
stripped out and replaced, very heavy handedly, 
by session players. Apart from Drug On Wars, 
Elwood’s best known, almost trademark song 
and perhaps the severest casulty of the previous 
album, whose inclusion seems in itself a pointed 
critique of it, all the material is new, from the 
Swaggart/Bakker title track ode, through a total 
of 14 consistently impressive songs. Like any 
act, Elwood & Galiger have some nights that are 
better than others, and recording itself introduces 
an element of stress. The performance captured 
here, the audience almost completely mixed out, 
rates as good rather than great, but it nonetheless 
an effective showcase of the duo’s fluent grace 
and relaxed polish, and demonstrates that Elwood 
has real staying power as a songwriter. JC
ALEJANDRO
ESCOVEDO
G ravity
(Watermelon, cassette)
I’ve been facinated by Escovedo since Rank & 
File (in my mind’s eye he still plays a beat-up 
acoustic with a kite string strap), so it’s a joy to 
get some of his work in a bright, tasteful 
production whose timing is a marketeer’s dream 
given the numerous major media mentions and 
raves lavished on him (in his Orchestra mode) by 
journalists at SXSW. The only quibble I have 
with his writing is with the content: too much 
sad, dark stuff. Even that’s like an aftertaste, I’m 
usually too busy marveling over a phrase, a 
perfect couplet or a challenging image to notice 
the gestalt. Still, sad songs are a classic tradition 
and Alejandro’s share of tragedy is very real 
while his passion keeps ‘maudlin’ at bay. His 
soulful and inventive lyrics are equally supported 
by the strength and energy of varied and creative 
arrangements. Pyramid Of Tears stands out not 
so much for content as for the insistent urgency 
of its music. Escovedo’s vocal flexibility further 
enhance the work, providing a haunting quality 
to She Doesn’t Live Here and a mocking sneer to 
the title song. Defiant of genre, each composition 
is crafted to display all elements to advantage, 
here providing counterpoint to the lyrics, there 
blending to form one voice, one heart. EM
(independent cassette)
Whether the sponsors of Donovan’s forthcoming 
European and Australasian tours prefer her 
stripped-down acoustic material to her more up­
tempo full band sound purely on artistic grounds, 
a  view I’d wholeheartedly concur with, or merely 
fiscal ones, just liking the economics of a girl and 
her guitar, the upshot is a terrific demo-for-sale 
tape of her Greatest Hits and then some. Fourteen 
tracks, five each from Love You Blind and Thin 
Line, a new version of the title cut from a KUT 
Live Set and three previously unreleased MARS 
recordings (Wash My Sins Away, Stolen Heart, 
I f  You Only Knew), made at different times in 
different studios have been so well remastered 
by Terra Nova ’ s Jerry Tubb that you ’ d think they 
were from the same session. Donovan is a 
sensational writer of poignant bluecollar 
women’s songs, grounded in mundane reality 
rather than highflown polemics, but one particular 
sequence, Drive Me Crazy, Broken Heart and 
Only An Angel, drives home, with terrific force, 
the fact that she also writes wonderful love 
songs. Combined with her warm, subtle voice 
and the support of Larry Wilson on guitar, Beth 
Galiger on flute and Keke McCullough on bass, 
the result is a tape that’s richly mellow and 
achingly beautiful throughout. JC
HUGH MOFFATT 
& KATY MOFFATT
Dance M e O utside
(Philo/Rounder, CD/cassette)
The Fort Worth brother and sister blend two fine 
voices, Hugh’s a rich if emotionally somewhat 
lackluster baritone, Katy’s a vibrant, passionate 
contralto. Though Hugh ’ s a successful Nashville 
songwriter, with Milsap, Bare, Dolly, Jerry Lee 
and that Southern group among his credits, and 
Katy better known as a dynamic performer, they 
split the songwriting, four to Hugh, notably the 
gorgeous La Luna, three to Katy, including the 
title track and Walking On The Moon, 
supplemented by two GP/Emmylou standards, 
We ll Sweep Out The Ashes In The Morning and 
Dark End Of The Street, a Louvin Brothers 
classic ,1 Don t Believe You ve Met My Baby, and, 
getting things off a limp start, It’s Been Decided, 
which rather confirms a suspicion about Hugh’s 
wimpy tendencies. The sibs co-produced, with 
help from such as Buddy Emmons steel guitar 
and dobro, Tim O ’Brien mandolin and Albert 
Lee lead guitar on two tracks, which at least 
shows that Les & Sue-Jo didn’t raise any dumb 
kids, and the result is smooth and polished. That 
it doesn’t raise sparks seems a matter of counter­
balancing elemental temperaments, Katy fire 
and Hugh water, that mute and restrain some 
truly beautiful passages. JC
LYLE LOVETT
Joshua J udges Ruth
(MCA/Curb, CD/cassette)
When will radio finally recognize that times 
really are a changin ’ ? A local record store recently 
told me that they had already sold almost as 
many copies of Lovett’s latest as they had of both 
of Springsteen’s new albums put together, but 
you don ’t, and won’t, see this reflected in airplay. 
Admittedly, the Aggie with the incredible hairdo 
and morbid, fatalistic lyrics is a challenge, 
probably insuperable, to format stations. Is he 
Jazz, Blues, Country or Rock? Hey, he’s all of 
the above (and none of them), which is what 
makes him such a pleasure. His imagery and wit 
are superb as usual, from the first line of I've Been 
To Memphis (“The sun comes up in a coffee 
cup”), to the irony of She Makes Me Feel Good 
(“when she treats me right, it’s a big surprise”). 
Church, his gospel revolt against theocracy, is a 
hunger-ridden epic. North Dakota, with guest 
Ricky Lee Jones, sounds like an intelligent sequel 
to Spanish Is A Loving Tongue. Emmylou Harris 
and Jay Dee Maness bring some country feeling 
to a simple fact of life—She’s Leaving Me 
Because She Really Wants To. A  tremendous 
record and a textbook example of how the 
dinosaur of American radio— too much muscle, 
too little brain— has become the limiting factor 
in music’s evolution. AMU
LARRY LESSER
A fterglow
(Poet Larryate, cassette)
Just when the title and the first couple of tunes 
brought New Age Smarm to mind, Lesser 
launched into Earthwoman— his sly humor, 
environmental puns and personal vs global 
observations won me over. The earthy 
composition even seemed to free up a voice that 
at first sounded strained, getting in the way of 
lyrics worthwhile. Lesser’s unusual vocal 
qualities are put to better use in the eerie, breathy 
Bats, and together with The Therapy Sisters’ 
interesting choral back-up, results in a sound that 
actually conjures visions of those creatures in 
flight. Also outstanding are Rails and Zoo 
Afternoon. T o balance the dry wit of Earthwoman 
at the end of side one, another humorous tune 
winds up the collection; Big Bad Grad School 
Blues is all about just that and should touch a 
familar chord with many Austinites, especially 
this time of year. Throughout the nine cuts, a raft 
of excellent supporting musicians, including my 
favorite fiddler, Richard Bowden, the impeccable 
East Side Flash and percussionist perfecto Paul 
Pearcy, stmt their stuff, polishing developmental 
songwriting to a highly enjoyable, even 
danceable, shine. A local product through and 
through, recorded at East Side’s Trail’s End, 
Leander, and Flashpoint, Austin, studios. EM
Mtipy steals the shew.
PLEASE JOIN US FO R A  
BENEFIT CONCERT FEATURING
EM ILY KAITZ
THE AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS 
THE TH ER A P Y SISTER S
T H U R S D A Y * MAY 14 •  8 pm 
$5 •  WATERLOO ICE HOUSE on 38th S t.
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO REPLACING PA EQUIPMENT 
STOLEN FROM THE THERAPY SISTERS
TERRA NOVA
DIGITAL AUDIO
DIGITAL MASTERING 
DAT EDITING
PRE-MASTERING FOR CD
JERRY TUBB 2111 DICKSON #18
(512) 326-5553 AUSTIN. TEXAS 78709
Queens Of 
The May II
Music City Texas presents 
Leeann Atherton 
Barbara Clark 
Connie Gatling 
Terra Paradise
(Pam Mayo & Grefchen MacMahonJ
special guest Betty Elders 
JO CAROL PIERCE 
Plus shocks 8c surprises 
Thursday May 21 st, 8pm, $3 
CHICAGO HOUSE 
607 Trinity • 473-2542
( MUSIC CITY TEXAS PREVIEWS
Fri 1st • A lejandro Escovedo (Waterloo 
Records/Cactus Cafe). Tape release (see 
Reviews) in-store and party, Escovedo joined 
by “Friends,” of whom he has many, 
including the shifting line-up of his Orchestra, 
Buicks and others.
Fri lst/Sat 2nd • J unior Brown/H igh
N oon (Henry ’ s). In case you hadn ’t noticed, 
this particular little first Friday and Saturday 
double whammy is a regular thing, upping 
Essential Nights at Henry’s, along with Don 
Walser’s Mondays, to a minimum of six per 
month. Wherever you’ve seen either the 
guit-steel master or the rockabi lly trio, they ’ re 
always a little bit better in this ambience. 
Sat 2nd • Therapy S isters (Chicago House). 
Changing of the guard time for the proficient 
and entertaining musical comedy trio, with 
Gail Lewis formally handing over her thrift 
shop outfit, and role in the close harmonies, 
to Marilyn Rucker. See also Thurs 14th. 
Mon 4th • C onnie G atling (Austin 
Outhouse). You’d think Austin had quite 
enough singer-songwriters, thank you, but 
this very recent arrival from Santa Fe 
demonstrates that there’s always room for 
another if they’ve got the talent, which 
Gatling very definitely does Already a come 
back anytime favorite at the Outhouse, 
Threadgill’s and Henry’s, we confidently 
predict that the rest of Austin will fall to her 
in short order. Her country-folk-blues 
material tends to be overshadowed by her 
powerful voice and relaxed, engaging stage 
presence; it’s such a pleasure to listen to her 
that she could be singing the phone book. 
Wed 6th • Townes V an Z andt (La Zona 
Rosa). Making amends for the disaster of his 
last appearance, when he very publically fell 
off the wagon (and almost the stage), the 
great singer-songwriter plays a low-price 
benefit for Oak Springs Treatment Center. 
Thu 7th • Ingrid K arklins + M ichael 
Fracasso (Cactus Cafe). NAIRD showcase 
with two remarkable, if very different artists. 
Avant-garde folkie Karklins, who has an 
album forthcoming on Green Linnet, draws 
on her Latvian heritage and Japanese black 
boxes to always fascinating effect. Fracasso 
is a rivetting, idiosyncratic singer and 
songwriter with dramatic stage presence. 
Thursdays • Songwriters S how (Great 
Taste Of Texas). Way out there by the 
Arboretum, miles even from Pearl’s, long 
the sole oasis in a musical wasteland, a new 
acoustic venue that’s offering a clean, well- 
lighted place for songwriters on Thusday 
nights. Walt Lewis kicks off on the 7th, but 
Don McCalister (338-1777) is still looking 
to fill the other, and future, nights.
Fri 8th/Sat 9th • A ustin Lounge Lizards
(Cactus Cafe). 12th anniversary show with 
long time associate guests; Emily Kaitz and 
Too Much on Friday, Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell and Reptile Exile, made up of 
former Lizards (Tex, Tex, Clem & Tom 
Ellis), on Saturday. A heavy touring schedule 
will keep Sugar Hill’s current label stars out 
of town most of the summer.
Sat 9th • Betty Elders (Chicago House). 
Energised by the keen interest of Hear! 
magazine/record distributors in her Daddy’s 
Coal tape (voted tape of the year in MCT’s 
1989 poll) which will be heavily featured in 
the next issue, Elders, voted #1 Female 
Songwriter and# 1 Female Vocalist for three 
consecutive years, makes a rare full scale 
performance, and what’s more, a solo one as 
her regular sidefellows Gene Elders and 
Mitch Watkins are on the road. All kinds of 
interesting things are going on with Elders’ 
music that we’re not allowed to mention yet, 
dammit, but time is running out if you want 
to claim you saw this singularly talented 
singer-songwriter back when.
Sat 9th • G irls In The N ose (Chances). 
Record release party (review next issue) for 
Austin ’ s premier in your face lesbian/feminist 
rock band.
Sat 9th/Sun 10th • A ustin O uthouse 
1 1 th A n n iv ersa ry  B ash  (Austin 
Outhouse). Saturday is band night, with 
Herman The German & Das Cowboy, current 
house stars, headlining a seven band line-up 
of regulars (6pm kick-off). Sunday night is 
given over to songwriters, including Austin 
veterans Jubal Clark and Cody Hubach. 
Sun 10th • Lee R o y  M a toch a  
(Roadrunner’s). An MCT staff outing is 
planned, to check out this newish club in 
Bastrop, which Alvin Crow tells us has 
sound and light equipment that makes Austin 
look sick, plus the best bar prices in the 
Western Hemisphere ($ 1 beer). Occasion is 
a very unusual visit by Texas' leading Polka 
orchestra playing an afternoon show. Getting 
home may be a problem.
Mon 11th • Little V illage Idiots (Austin 
Outhouse). ‘Baby’ WalterTraggart’s current 
band plays a quirky variety of pop-rock, and 
the band name alone, easily the best in 
Austin, gives some idea how quirky.
Thu 14th • MICHAEL ELWOOD & 
BETH GALIGER (Chicago House). Tape 
release (see Reviews) party de luxe, with an 
incredible all-star guest line-up: Barb 
Donovan, Betty Elders, George Ensle, 
Michael Fracasso, Jimmy LaFave, Susan 
Lindfors, Mary Melena, Lucinda Williams, 
Larry Wilson, Roland Denney and East Side
Flash. A crash course in what’s cooking in 
Austin’s premier league acoustic scene. 
Thu 14th • Therapy S isters + A ustin 
Lounge Lizards + Emily K aitz (Waterloo 
Ice House/38th). An evening of musical 
mirth in aid of the Help The Sisters Pay For 
The Stolen PA fund. Their van was lifted 
recently and when recovered, their rented 
equipment, for which they are, of course, 
liable, was gone.
Sat 16th • Calvin Russell Band + M andy
M ercier Band (Chicago House). When is a 
listening room not a listening room? How 
about when it’s the venue of choice for the 
toughest, most hard-edged rocker in Texas, 
with the kickass band, Gary Craft, David and 
Leland Wadell, that projected him to stardom 
in France. Opening is expat Austinite Mercier, 
back from LA for the summer (we asked 
that, too), who says she’s stopped trying to 
make people like her and just tells it like it is, 
with effective results. When Russell and 
Mercier played a last minute gig here in 
April, a reliable source told us there were 
four (off-duty) tit dancers in the audience, 
believed to be a Chicago House record. 
Thu 21st • Q ueens O f The May II 
(Chicago House). Sprung on us at the last 
minute, a reprise of last year’s all-women 
MCT show will definitely feature Jo Carol 
Pierce, Betty Elders, Connie Gatling (see 
4th), Leeann Atherton, Barbara Clark, Pam 
Mayo & Gretchen MacMahon and possibly 
a Very Special surprise guest.
Thu21st • Joe Ely (Broken Spoke). We’ve 
given the Spoke a hard time about their beer 
prices, but, no matter what, this has to be the 
pick of the litter in Ely’s mini-tour of Austin, 
if only for the best dance floor (and dancers) 
in Austin.
Thu 21st-June 7th • K errville Folk
Festival Y o u  need the leaflet, available 
from most acoustic venues and record stores, 
because we can’t list the dozens of top folk/ 
acoustic acts playing the 21 st annual festival, 
still the biggest of its kind in the world 
Sat 30th • Libbi Bosworth & Tumblin' 
D ice (Henry’s). A touch speculative as 
Bosworth’s blistering honky tonk band is 
only on call, as the scheduled band may not 
make it, but we’re putting it in anyway 
because we really want it to happen. Bosworth 
has done some electrifying guest sets in this 
room, as have her guitarists Bill Dwyer and 
Gurf Morlix, but James Henry books so far 
ahead that they haven ’ t played there properly. 
Sun 31st • A rson (Chicago House). Chris 
Duarte, Alex Coke and John Mills get together 
for a reunion of their once immensely popular 
psychedelic jazz-blues unit.
C Pay By Pay Guide to Live Music
T exas
Kinky Friedman Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Tish Hinojosa La Zona Rosa, 9.30pm, NA
A coustic
* Alejandro Escovedo Waterloo Records, 5pm, 
NC/Cactus Cafe, 9pm, $5 
Faboo Chicago House, 10pm, $4 
Toler Family Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
C ountry/R ockabilly 
Alvin Crow Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Junior Brown Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Tracy Lyn Band Gruene Hall, 8pm, NC 
Two Hoots & A Holler + Little Giants Hole 
In The Wall, 10pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Alan Haynes Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis + Hand To
Mouth Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Bob Kniffen Pearl’s, 10pm, $1
Debra Peters & The Love Saints Flamingo
Cantina, 10pm, NC
Ed Michaels Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, NC 
Fat Tones Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Frigidaires Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
John Lee Hooker + Soul Hat Liberty Lunch, 
9pm, NA
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Toby Anderson Babe’s, 10pm, NC 
WC Clark Blues Revue + Dynells + Denim 
& Lace 311,6pm, $3
Jazz
Collaborative Voices + New Cactus Band
Vortex Theatre, 1921 E Ben White, 7pm, $ 10/ 
cones
Jazz Pharaohs Chez Fred (X), 8pm, NC 
Julie Burrell Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Utopia Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Balloonatic+Skellington Chances, 10pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Rodeo Revolution Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NA 
Van Wilks Roadrunner’s, 8pm, $4________
SATURDAY 2nd
Festival
Pecan StreetFestival 5 stages (country, oldies, 
feature, kid’s, African), noon, E 6th St, NC
A coustic
*Therapy Sisters Chicago House, 10pm, $4 
Dan Del Santo & Tomas Ramirez Waterloo 
Ice House (6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA 
Grazmatics Great Taste Of Texas, 9pm, NC 
Jane Gillman + Band Gum Swing Waterloo 
Ice House (38th), 9.30pm, NA 
MJ Torrance Trio + Lisa Colvin + Erika 
Wheeler Chances, 9pm, NA 
Olin Murrell’s Weekend Emporium: Olin 
Murrell + Big Ed + Jim Scarborough + 
Susan Colton Saxon, 8pm, $2 
Wimberley Volunteer Fire Ants Gruene Hall, 
lpm, NC
Z ydeco/C ajun
2nd Zydeco & Cajun Fest: Filé + Chubby 
Carrier + D’Jalma Garnier’s French Band 
Cibolo Creek, 8pm, NA
Country/R ockabilly
Delta Rays Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Don Walser’s Pure Texas Band Broken 
Spoke, 9.30pm, $5
Gary P Nunn Gruene Hall, 9pm, NA 
High Noon Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Jim McCord Roadrunner’s, 9pm, $4 
Little Giants Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC
S oca
Blazing Flames Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Alan Haynes + Logan & The Lix + Lady
Luck & The Bad Breaks 311,6pm, $3
Elliot Fikes Pearl’s, 10pm, $1
Evidence + Buddy Tucker & The Soul
Hustlers Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Excellos Babe’s, 10pm, NC
Keri Leigh & The Blue Devils Club Max, 
9.30pm, NC
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Jazz
Brew Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
David Asbury Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Jazz Bandits Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, NC 
Jazz Pharaohs Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Utopia Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
Blazers Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
I-Tex Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NA 
Little Sister Black Cat, 1 lpm, $3 
Will Sexton La Zona Rosa, 10pm, NA
Radio
Folkways KUT, 8am_________________
SUNDAY 3rd
Festival
Pecan Street Festival 5 stages (country, oldies, 
feature, kid’s, African), noon, E 6th St, NC
T exas
Texana Dames La Zona Rosa, 5pm, $3
A coustic
Alejandro Escovedo La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NA 
Jane Gillman & Champ Hood Gruene Hall, 
5pm, NC
Mike Landschoot, Roland Denney & Paul 
Sweeney Texas Showdown, 7pm, NC 
Timber Wolves Grizwald’s, 5pm, NC 
WST Bluegrass Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Country
Erik Moll & Erik Hokkanen Headliners East, 
9pm, NC
Mark Luke Daniels Hole In The Wall, 10pm, 
NA
Blues/R& B
Fat Tones Pearl’s, 10pm, NC
Killer Tomatahs + Twilight Zilker Hillside,
5.30pm, NC
Jazz
Mike Guerra Trio Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Suzi Stern Trio Manuel’s, noon, NC
Rock
Johnny Law+Radio Thieves Chicago House, 
8pm, $5
Till The Soil+Bentley James Austin Outhouse, 
10pm, NC
O pen M ike
6th Street Blues Jam with Walter Higgs 311, 
8pm, NC
Bluegrass OpenMikewithGrazmaticsCap’n
Tom’s, 2pm, NC
Blues Open Mike with Parker Townsend
Joe’s, 8pm, NC
Radio
Accordion Kings: El Baile Grande KUT, 2pm 
Live Set: TBA KUT, 8pm 
Texas Radio KUT, 9pm
MONDAY 4th
T exas
Don Walser’s Pure T exas Band Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Devil & The Dames Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
A coustic
*Connie Gatling Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
MikeHall’sBoys’NightOutHolelnTheWall,
10pm, NA
Country/  Rockabilly
47 Indians+Havoline Supremes 311,8.30pm, 
$3
Erik Moll & Erik Hokkanen Headliners East, 
9pm, NC
Blues/R& B
Excellos Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Stumble + Albert’s Alley with Evie Combs
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
O pen M ike
Blues Jam Pearl’s, 10pm, NC
John Mill’s Jazz Jam Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Hosts Susan Lindfors & Russ Somers
Chicago House, 8pm, NC
Open Stage with Yon Darbro Cactus Cafe, 
8.30pm, NC
Radio
Blue Monday KUT, 8pm ______________
TUESDAY 5th
T exas
Tish Hinojosa + Cinco de Mayo performers
Pan American Hillside, 5.30pm, NC
A coustic
Bummer Night with Sarah Elizabeth
Campbell & Pals La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NC 
Kent Finlay’s Songwriters Showcase 
Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
UT Mariachi & Andean Ensembles Cactus 
Cafe, 8.30pm, NC
Country
Debra Peters & The Love Saints Broken 
Spoke, 8pm, NC
Jimmy Davis & Larry Boyd Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Blues/R& B
Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis + Hand To
Mouth Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Blues Revue with Walter Higgs 311,8pm, NC
Bobby Mack & Night Train Pearl’s, 10pm,
NC
Delbert McClinton Waterloo Records, 5pm, 
NC
Heavy Weather Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Jazz
Bobby Doyle Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tony Campise Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 1 lpm, $3 
Troll Dolls + Wallflowers Hole In The Wall, 
10pm, NA
O pen M ke
Old Time Fiddlers Jam Cap’n Tom’s, 7pm, 
NC
Open Stage with Bill Bailey+Bearcats Austin 
Outhouse, 9.30pm, NC___________________
WEDNESDAY 6«h
T exas
*Townes Van Zandt La Zona Rosa, 9pm, $3
A coustic
Denim + Freddie Steady & The Shakin 
Apostles + Walt Lewis Saxon, 9pm, NA 
John Rey Reed Waterloo Ice House (6th/ 
Lamar), 9.30pm, NA. Tape release 
Jon D Graham+Terry Garland Cactus Cafe, 
9pm, $4/NAIRD free
Champ Hood & The Threadgill Troubadors 
+ guests Threadgill’s, 6.30pm, NC 
C ountry/R ockabilly
Alvin Crow Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Chaparral + 47 Indians 311,8.30pm, $3 
Michele Murphy & Cornell Hurd Broken 
Spoke, 8pm, NA
Wildsiders Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers + Lady 
Luck & The Bad Breaks Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Jim Talbot Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Teddy & The Talltops Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
WC Clark Blues Revue + Hoodoo Cats 
Auditorium Shores, 7pm, NC
Jazz
Connie Kirk Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Jazz Pharaohs Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tomas Ramirez Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock/R eggae
Beaver Nelson & The Donkeys Black Cat, 
1 lpm, $3
Meditations Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Tony & The Tigers Austin Outhouse, 10pm, 
NC
O pen M ke
Hosts Diana Jones & Kevin Gant Chicago 
House, 8pm, NC
Radio
Will Indian Show KAZI, 88.7FM, 9pm
THURSDAY 7th
A coustic
*Ingrid Karklins+Michael Fracasso Cactus 
Cafe, 9pm, NC
Alejandro Escovedo & Friends Waterloo Ice 
House (6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA 
D’Jalma Garnier’s French Band Grizwald’s, 
7.30pm, NC
Denim Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Jack-o-Pierce La Zona Rosa, 9.30pm, NA 
Olin Murrell’s Music Emporium: Slaid 
Cleaves + Mike Smith Saxon, 8pm, $2 
Heather + Serena Chances, 9pm, NA 
C ountry/R ockabilly 
Walt Lewis Great Taste Of Texas, 8pm, NC 
High Noon Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Son Geezinslaw & Boomer Norman Henry’s, 
8pm, NC
Blues/R&B
Jesse Taylor + King Bone + Johnny Reverb
311,8.30pm, $3
Teddy & TheTalltops Filling Station, 9.30pm, 
NC
Jim Talbot+Albert’s Alley with Evie Combs
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
John Mooney & The Bluesiana Band with 
John Cleary Antone’s, 10pm, $7 
Kathy & Kilowatts Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Logan & The Lix Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Rhythm Rats Flamingo Cantina, 8pm, NC 
Solid Senders Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Jazz
Tony Campise Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Utopia Jazz On 6th St, 8pm, NC
Rock
Kris McKay Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Locomotion Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Soul Hat Black Cat, 1 lpm, $3
FRIDAY 8f«i
A coustic
*Austin Lounge Lizards + Emily Kaitz + 
Too Much Cactus Cafe, 9pm, $5 
David Rodriguez + Monk Wilson + Robert 
Thomas Chicago House, 10pm, $5 
Andy Owens Waterloo Ice House (38th), 
9.30pm, NA
Mike Landschoot, Roland Denney & Paul
Sweeney Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Syd Straw+David Halley Waterloo Ice House 
(6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA
C ountry/R ockabilly
Cornell Hurd Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Country Gold Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Herman The German & Das Cowboy Austin 
Outhouse, 10pm, $3 
Jody Nix Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Killbiliy Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Road Kings + Rounders+ Susan Marshall + 
Dusters + Debra Peters & The Love Saints + 
John Rey Reed & Wayward Saints + Don 
McCalister 311,7pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Teddy & The Talltops Filling Station, 9.30pm, 
NC
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers+Parker 
Townsend Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Dr Patterson Barrett & The Associates
Pearl’s, 10pm, $1
Fabulous Thunderbirds Gruene Hall, 8pm, 
NA
Frigidaires Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Jim Talbot + Dynells Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Johnny Winter + Jr Medlow & Tornado 
Alley Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Killer Tomatahs Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Toni Price + Lou Ann Barton + Sue Foley 
Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Jazz
Brewwith Karan ChavisJazz On 6thSt, 10pm, 
NC
Jazz Bandits Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Grains Of Faith + Screaming In Spanish + 
Greives Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Marcos Loya + 20 Mondays La Zona Rosa, 
8pm, NA
Wajumbe Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NC 
Wallflowers + Troll Dolls + Apaches Of 
Paris + Robert Thomas Chances, 10pm, NA
SATURDAY 9th
A coustic
♦Betty Elders Chicago House, 10pm, $5 
♦Austin Lounge Lizards + Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell + Reptile Exile Cactus Cafe, 9pm, 
$5
Generic BluegrassCap’nTom’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Lillian Standfield Great Taste Of Texas, 9pm, 
NC
Syd Straw+David Halley Waterloo Ice House 
(6th/Lamar), 8pm & 10.30pm, NA 
Country/R ockabiuly 
♦Herman The German & Das Cowboy + 
Rodeo Revolution + Eric Blakely + Tony & 
The Tigers + Poor Yorick + Ghetto Men + 
Laughing Dogs Austin Outhouse, 6pm, $4 
Chris Wall & The Rhythm Wranglers 
Broken Spoke, 9pm, $5 
Delta Rays Gruene Hall, 1pm, NC 
Ethyl & Methyl Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Millionaire Playboys + Monte Warden + 
Bruce Robison Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Sammy Kershaw Gruene Hall, 9pm, NA 
Two Hoots & A Holler+Jean Caffeine’s All 
Night Truckstop + MJ Torrance 311,6pm, 
$4
WaltLewis Waterloo Ice House(38th),9.30pm, 
NA
Z ydeco
John Delafose & The Eunice Playboys Cibolo 
Creek, 9pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Teddy & The Talltops Filling Station, 9.30pm, 
NC
Ax Nelson Nitelites, 9pm, NC 
Elliot Fikes Maggie Mae’s,10pm, NC 
Heavy Weather + Lady Luck & The Bad 
Breaks Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Johnny Winter + Soul Hat Liberty Lunch, 
10pm, NA
Jr Medlow & Tornado Alley Pearl’s, 10pm, 
$1
Omar & The Howlers + Mad Cat & Shari 
Kane Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Radio Thieves + Johnny Reverb Babe’s, 
10pm, NC
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
WC Clark Blues Revue Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, 
NC
Jazz
Chuck Pinnell Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Jazz Pharaohs Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Native Sun Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Susanna Sharpe & Samba Police La Zona 
Rosa, 10pm, NA
Rock
♦Girls In The Nose Chances, 10pm, NA 
Joe Ely Steamboat, 10pm, NA 
Chromatics Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NC 
Little Sister Black Cat, 11pm, $3
Radio
Folkways KUT, 8am____________________
SUNDAY lO fii
A coustic
♦George Bancroft + Bechtol & McBride + 
Eric Blakely + Jubal Clark + Bill Colbert + 
Mark Luke Daniels + Lost John & Boomer 
+ Cody Hubach Austin Outhouse, 7pm, $3 
Michael Fracasso + Bart Willis & The Buck 
Tooth Varmits Chicago House, 8pm, $5 
Monte Montgomery Cibolo Creek, 5pm, NC 
Timber Wolves Grizwald’s, 5pm, NC 
Troy & Scrappy Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
WST Bluegrass Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Rockabilly
Herman The German & Das Cowboy
Headliners East, 9pm, NC
Z ydeco
John Delafose & The Eunice Playboys La
Zona Rosa, 9.30pm, NA 
Polka
♦Lee Roy Matocha Roadrunner’s, 3pm, $4
Blues/R&B
Hoodoo Cats Gruene Hall, 5pm, NC
Jazz
Matt Dunne & Generic Jazz Manuel ’ s, noon, 
NC
Robert Skiles Trio Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Sandy Allen Quartet with Willie Nicholson
Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Joe Ely Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Rockin Neumonías Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
SOS Benefit: Soul Hat + Joe Rockhead + 
Little Sister La Zona Rosa, 1pm, NA 
O pen M ike
6th Street Blues Jam with Walter Higgs 311, 
8pm, NC
Bluegrass OpenMike with GrazmaticsCap’n
Tom’s, 2pm, NC
Blues Jam Session/Open Mike with Parker 
Townsend Joe’s, 8pm, NC
Radio
Live Set: Clifford Scott & The Rhythm Rats
KUT, 8pm
Texas Radio KUT, 9pm
MONDAY 1 lth
T exas
Don Walser’s Pure Texas Band Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Devil & The Dames Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Country/R ockabilly 
Erik Moll & Erik Hokkanen Headliners East, 
9pm, NC
Monte Montgomery La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NA 
Two Hoots & A Holler+Havoline Supremes
311,8.30pm, $4
Blues/R& B
Excellos Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Greg Kihn + Piledrivers Pearl’s, 10pm, NA
Stumble + Albert’s Alley with Evie Combs
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Terry Garland Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Rock
Little Village Idiots Austin Outhouse, 10pm, 
NC
Spot Removal Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA
O pen M ike
MikeMordecai’s Jazz Jam Elephant, 9.30pm, 
NC
Hosts Susan Lindfors & Russ Somers
Chicago House, 8pm, NC
Open Stage with Yon Darbro Cactus Cafe,
8.30pm, NC
Radio
Blue Monday KUT, 8pm________________
TUESDAY 1 2th
A coustic
Bummer Night with Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell & Pals La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NC 
Kent Finlay’s Songwriters Showcase 
Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
UT Middle Eastern Ensemble Cactus Cafe, 
9pm, NC
Country
Jimmy Davis & Larry Boyd Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Wayne Hancock Broken Spoke, 8pm, NC
Blues/R& B
Blue Pepper & The Siili Chilis + Hand To
Mouth Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Blues Revue with Walter Higgs311,8pm,NC
Kyle Turner Pearl’s, 10pm, NC
Ronnie Taylor Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Toni Price Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Jazz
Bobby Doyle Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tony Campise Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Apple Jane Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3
O pen M ike
Old Time Fiddlers Jam Cap’n Tom’s, 7pm, 
NC
Open Stage with Bill Bailey + Debra Peters 
& The Love Saints Austin Outhouse, 9.30pm, 
NC
WEDNESDAY 13th
A coustic
Julian Dawson Cactus Cafe, 9pm, S4/NAIRD 
free
Melinda Joyce Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Champ Hood & The Threadgill Troubadors 
+ guests Threadgill’s, 6.30pm, NC 
Country/R ockabilly
Denim + Don Walser Saxon, 9.30pm, NA 
Alvin Crow Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Chaparral + Silver Threads 311,8.30pm, $3 
Michael Fracasso’s Spaghetti Western + 
Havoline Supremes Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Ted Roddy & Janet Lynn Broken Spoke, 8pm, 
NA
Z ydecajun
Wayne Toups & Zydecajun La Zona Rosa, 
9pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers + Lady 
Luck & The Bad Breaks Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Jim Talbot Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Rhythm Rats Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
J azz
Jazz Pharaohs Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tomas Ramirez Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Beaver Nelson & The Donkeys Black Cat, 
11pm, $3
Hellbenders Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Hey Zeus + Little Village Idiots Hole In The 
Wall, 10pm, NA
Ro-Tel & The Hot Tomatoes + Native Sun
Auditorium Shores, 7pm, NC
O pen M ike
Hosts Ken Gaines & Kevin Gant Chicago 
House, 8pm, NC
Radio
Will Indian Show KAZI, 88.7FM, 9pm
THURSDAY 14th
A boriginal
Yothu Yindi Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
A coustic
♦Michael Elwood & Beth Galiger + Barb 
Donovan + Betty Elders + George Ensle + 
Michael Fracasso + Jimmy LaFave + Susan 
Lindfors+Mary Melena+Lucinda Williams 
+ Larry Wilson + Roland Denny + East Side 
Flash Chicago House, 8pm, $4 
♦Therapy Sisters + Austin Lounge Lizards 
+ Emily Kaitz Waterloo Ice House (38th), 
9.30pm, NA
D’ Jalma Gamier’s French Band Grizwald’s, 
7.30pm, NC
Dana Cooper Cactus Cafe, 9pm, $4 
Julian Dawson Gruene Hall, 7.30pm, NC 
Michael Eck+Eric DeValpine+Russ Somers
Chances, 9pm, NA
Olin Murrell’s Music Emporium: Barbara 
Dieckmann + Monk Wilson Saxon, 8pm, $2 
Songwriters Show Great T aste Of Texas, 8pm, 
NC
Sara Hickman La Zona Rosa, 9.30pm, NA 
Country/R ockabilly 
Herman TheGerman & Das Cowboy Maggie 
Mae’s, 10pm, NC
High Noon Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Jim McCord Broken Spoke, 8pm, NA 
Son Geezinslaw & Boomer Norman Henry ’ s, 
8pm, NC
Sundown Western Dance: Chaparral + 
guests 311,7pm, $3
Blues/R& B
Evan Johns & The H-Bombs Hole In The
Wall, 10pm, NA
Jesse Taylor 3 1 1 ,10.30pm, $3
Jim Talbot Blues + Back Alley Boys Joe’s,
7.30pm, NC
Logan & The Lix Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Rhythm Rats Flamingo Cantina, 8pm, NC 
Tribute To Johnny Shines Antone’s, 10pm, 
NA. Artists TBA
Jazz
Blue Mist Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Bobby Doyle Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Jazz Bandits Jazz On 6th St, 8pm, NC 
Kaz Jazz Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
One Touch Pearl’s, 10pm, NC
Rock
Legerdemain Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Soul Hat Black Cat, 11pm, $3
FRIDAY 1 5th
T exas
Texana Dames Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA
A coustic
Ebeling Brothers Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Jules Shear Cactus Cafe, 9pm, $7 
LJ Booth Waterloo Ice House (6th/Lamar), 
9.30pm, NA
Country/R ockabilly
Clay Blaker & The Texas Honky Tonk 
Band Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Cornell Hurd Roadrunner’s, 8pm, $4 
Reese Brothers Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Two Hoots & A Holler + TBA + Natalie Zoe 
311,6pm, $4
Blues/R& B
Bill Carter & The Blame + Lou Ann Barton
Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Frigidaires Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC
Jim Talbot + Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Jr Medlow & Tornado Aliev Babe’s, 10pm, 
NC
Kathv & The Kilowatts Flamingo Cantina, 
10pm, NC
Mason Ruffner Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Toby Anderson Pearl’s, 10pm, $1
Jazz
Blue Mist Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Brew with Karan ChavisJazzOn6thSt, 10pm, 
NC
JAMAD Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
Joe Ely La Zona Rosa, 10pm, NA 
Bavarian Mystery Band Maggie Mae ’ s, 10pm, 
NC
Chromatics Gruene Hall, 8pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Mayday + Paint + Yonders Chances, 10pm, 
NA
Poi Dog Pondering+Miracle Legion Liberty 
Lunch, 10pm, NA
Salem Tree Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NA
SATURDAY 16«h
T exas
♦Calvin Russell + Mandy Mercier Chicago 
House, 10pm, $3
Texana Dames Great Taste Of Texas, 9pm, 
NC
A coustic
Alisa Fineman Waterloo Ice House (38th), 
9.30pm, NA
Austin Lounge Lizards Waterloo Ice House 
(6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA 
Coleman BrothersCap’nTom ’s,7.30pm,NC 
Country/R ockabilly 
Alvin Crow & The Pleasant Valley Boys 
Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Chaparral + 47 Indians + Woody Price 311, 
6pm, $3
Clay Blaker & The Texas Honky Tonk 
Band Gruene Hall, 9pm, NA 
Doak Short & The Sunset Ramblers Nitelites, 
8pm, NC
Ethyl & Methyl Gruene Hall, 1pm, NC 
Mike Farmer & The Western Gentlemen 
Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Red Willow Club Max, 9.30pm, NC 
Blues/R& B
Bill Carter & The Blame Pearl’s, 10pm, NA 
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers Maggie 
Mae’s, 10pm, NC
Carlos Thompson + Evidence Joe’s, 7.30pm, 
NC
Jim Talbot Roadrunner’s, 9pm, $3 
LaVern Baker Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Lou Ann Barton Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Ronnie Taylor Babe’s, 10pm, NC 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
WC Clark Blues Revue Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, 
NC
Jazz
Blue Mist Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Jazz Bandits Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Jazz Pharaohs Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Mitch Watkins Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Paul Glasse La Zona Rosa, 10pm, NA
Rock
Joe Rockhead Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Johnny Law Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Storyville Cactus Cafe, 9pm, $5 
Little Sister Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Texas Instruments + Jean Caffeine’s All 
Nite Truckstop Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NA 
Wajumbe Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NC 
Radio
Folkways KUT, 8am____________________
SUNDAY 17th
T exas
Ray Wylie Hubbard La Zona Rosa, 9pm, N A 
Texana Dames La Zona Rosa, 5pm, $3
A coustic
Chris Chandler Chicago House Upstage, 8pm, 
NA
D’Jalma Garnier’s French Band Cibolo
Creek, 5pm, NC
Julian Dawson Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Loose Cannon Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Shake Russell & Dana Cooper Gruene Hall, 
5pm, NC
Timber Wolves Grizwald’s, 5pm, NC 
Will Sexton Trio+Bill Carter Chicago House, 
8pm, $5
WST Bluegrass Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Rockabilly
Herman The German & Das Cowboy
Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
S oul
Atlantics Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Rhythm Rats Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Jazz
Clifford Zirkel’s Big Band Sound Of Austin 
+ Martin Banks Zilker Hillside, 5.30pm, NC 
Maryann Price Trio Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Rich Harney Trio Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
O pen M ike
6th Street Blues Jam with Walter Higgs 311, 
8pm, NC
Bluegrass Open Mike with Grazmatics Cap’n 
Tom’s, 2pm, NC
Blues Open Mike with Parker Townsend
Joe’s, 8pm, NC
Radio
Live Set: Grazmatics KUT, 8pm 
Texas Radio KUT, 9pm
MONDAY 18th
T exas
Don Walser’s Pure Texas Band Henry ’ s, 8pm, 
NC
Devil & The Dames Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC
A coustic
Ed Miller & Rich Brotherton La Zona Rosa, 
9pm, NA
Country/R ockabilly
Erik Moll & Erik Hokkanen Headliners East, 
9pm, NC
Lost John & Boomer Austin Outhouse, 10pm, 
NC
Two Hoots & A Holler + Jean Caffeine’s All 
Night Truckstop 311, 8.30pm, $3 
Blues/R& B
Excellos Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Lou Ann Barton Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Stumble + Albert’s Alley with Evie Combs
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Rock
Radio Thieves + MJ Torrance Hole In The 
Wall, 10pm, NA
O pen M ike
Blues Jam  Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
MikeMordecai’s Jazz JamElephant,9.30pm, 
NC
Hosts Susan Lindfors & Russ Somers
Chicago House, 8pm, NC
Radio
Blue Monday KUT, 8pm
TUESDAY 19th
A coustic
Bummer Night with Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell & Pals La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NC 
Kent Finlay’s Songwriters Showcase 
Headliners East, 9pm, NC
Country/R ockabilly 
3 Balls Of Fire Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Debra Peters & The Love Saints Broken 
Spoke, 8pm, NC
Jimmy Davis & Larry Boyd Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Junior Brown Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis + Hand To 
Mouth Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Blues Revue with Walter Higgs 311,8pm, NC 
Heavy Weather Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Jazz
Bobby Doyle Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tony Campise Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Beat-O-Sonics + Death Valley Hole In The 
Wall, 10pm, NA
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
O pen M ike
Old Time Fiddlers Jam Cap’n Tom’s, 7pm, 
NC
Open Stage with Bill Bailey+Connie Gatling
Austin Outhouse, 9.30pm, NC
WEDNESDAY 20th
A coustic
Barb Donovan Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Champ Hood & The Threadgill Troubadors 
+ guests Threadgill’s, 6.30pm, NC 
Country
Alvin Crow Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Chaparral + Michael Fracasso’s Spaghetti 
Western 311, 8.30pm, NA 
Ricky Trevino Broken Spoke, 8pm, NA 
Walt Lewis Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Cajun
Filé La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers + Lady 
Luck & The Bad Breaks Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
El Jefe + Logan & The Lix Antone’s, 10pm, 
NA
Jim Talbot Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Jimmie Lee Pearl’s, 10pm, NC
Jazz
Jazz Pharaohs Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Mitch Watkins Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Beaver Nelson & The Donkeys Black Cat, 
11pm, $3
O pen M ike
Hosts MJ Torrance & Kevin Gant Chicago 
House, 8pm, NC
Radio
Will Indian Show KAZI, 88.7FM, 9pm
THURSDAY 21st
A coustic
*Queens Of The May II: Jo Carol Pierce + 
Betty Elders + Connie Gatling + Leeann 
Atherton + Pam Mayo & Gretchen 
MacMahon Chicago House, 8pm, $3 
D’Jalma Garnier’s French Band Grizwald’ s, 
7.30pm, NC
Emily Kaitz & Purly Gates Chicago House 
Upstage, 8.30pm, $4
Olin Murrell’s Music Emporium: Steve
Fromholz+Allen Damron+Andy Wilkinson
Saxon, 8pm, $2
Wayward Saints Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Country/R ockabilly
3 Balls Of Fire Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Bow Brannon Gruene Hall, 7.30pm, NC 
Chaparral La Zona Rosa, 8pm, NA 
High Noon Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Son Geezinslaw & Boomer Norman Henry ’ s, 
8pm, NC
Blues/R& B
Jim Talbot + Evidence Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Koko Taylor+Clifford Scott & The Rhythm 
Rats Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Logan & The Lix Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Pilar Arias Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Solid Senders Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
UP Wilson + Lady Luck & The Bad Breaks 
311,8.30pm, $3
J azz
Jazz Pharaohs Jazz On 6th St, 8pm, NC 
Rock/R eggae
*Joe Ely Broken Spoke, 9pm, $7.50 
Buick McKane Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Inner Circle Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Soul Hat Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Spot Removal Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC
FRIDAY 22nd
A coustic
David Amram & Turk Pipkin La Zona Rosa, 
9.30pm, NA
Don McCalister Gruene Hall, 8pm, NC 
James Oliver + John Ridenour Cluster + 
Good Change Waterloo Ice House (38th), 
9.30pm, NA
Country/R ockabilly
3 Balls Of Fire Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Delta Rays Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Haywire Roadrunner’s, 8pm, $4 
Jim McCord Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Lonesome Dove Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Steve Fromholz + Rusty Weir + Ronnie 
Word + Walt Lewis Saxon Pub, 9.30pm, NA 
Two Hoots & A Holler + Hucklebucks + MJ 
Torrance 311,6pm, $4
Blues/R& B
Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis + Buddy 
Tucker & The Soul Hustlers Joe’s, 7.30pm, 
NC
Carlos Thompson Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Frigidaires Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Joe Louis Walker + WC Clark Blues Revue 
Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Logan & The Lix Babe’s, 10pm, NC 
Renee Schofield Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Ed Michaels Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, NC 
Jazz
Native Sun Pearl’s, 10pm, $1 
Tomas Ramirez Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
Joe Ely Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Loose Diamonds Hole hi The Wall, 10pm, 
NA
Retarted Elf Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Tony & The Tigers + Laughing Dogs Austin 
Outhouse, 10pm, NA 
Wajumbe Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NC
SATURDAY 23rd
A coustic
Champ Hood + Marvin Denton Great Taste 
Of Texas, 9pm, NC
Grazmatics Cap’n Tom’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Kirt Kempter & Friends Waterloo Ice House 
(6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA 
Tit Fer Cajun dance Waterloo Ice House 
(38th), 9.30pm, NA
C ountry/R ockabilly 
3 Balls Of Fire Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Chaparral+Havoline Supremes Hole In The 
Wall, 10pm, NA
Chris & Judy Gruene Hall, 1pm, NC 
Denim & Lace Roadrunner’s, 9pm, $2 
Geezinslaw Brothers Broken Spoke, 9.30pm,
$5
Jill Louise Wylie Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Rusty Wier Gruene Hall, 9pm, NA 
Ted Roddy’s Honky Tonk DeLuxe Henry’s, 
8pm, NC
Z ydeco
Nathan & The Zydeco Cha-Chas La Zona 
Rosa, 10pm, NA
Blues/R& B
Alan Haynes + Renee Schofield + Dynells
311,6pm, $3
Chris Duarte Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Chris Holzhaus Pearl’s, 10pm, $1 
Heavy Weather + Parker Townsend Joe’s, 
7.30pm, NC
Hoodoo Cats Club Max, 9.30pm, NC 
Logan & The Lix Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, NC 
Omar & The Howlers + Jr Medlow & 
Tornado Alley Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Pilar Arias Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Ronnie Taylor + Fat Tones Babe’s, 9pm, NC 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
WC Clark Blues Revue Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, 
NC
Jazz
Jazz Pharaohs Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Matt Dunne Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Native Sun Elephant, 9.30pm, NC
Rock
Joe Ely Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Chromatics Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NA 
Little Sister Black Cat, 11 pm, $3 
Radio
Folkways KUT, 8am
SUNDAY 24th
T exas
Texana Dames La Zona Rosa, 5pm, $3
A coustic
Barb Donovan Trio + MJ Torrance Trio
Chicago House Upstage, 8pm, $5
Melissa Javors & F riends Cibolo Creek, 5pm,
NC
Timber Wolves Grizwald’s, 5pm, NC 
Tony Airoldi, Leah Rummell & Bill Jackson
Chances, 9pm, NA
Wayward Saints Gruene Hall, 2pm, NC 
WST Bluegrass Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
C ountry/R ockabilly 
Herman The German & Das Cowboy
Headliners East, 9pm, NC
Jay Eric & Bleiders Creek Gruene Hall, 8pm,
NA
Little Giants Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
S oul
Atlantics Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Bugs Henderson Pearl’s, 10pm, NA 
Delbert MeClinton La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NA 
Gary Primich & The Midnight Creepers + 
Austin Lounge Lizards Zilker Hillside, 
5.30pm, NC
Jazz
Paul Glasse Trio Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Sandy Allen Trio Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
O pen M ike
6th Street Blues Jam with Walter Higgs 311, 
8pm, NC
Bluegrass Open Mike with Grazmatics Cap ’ n
Tom’s, 2pm, NC
Blues Open Mike with Parker Townsend
Joe’s, 8pm, NC
Radio
Live Set: Denim KUT, 8pm 
Texas Radio KUT, 9pm
MONDAY 25th
T exas
Don Walser’s Pure T exas Band Henry ’s, 8pm, 
NC
Devil & The Dames Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
A coustic
Lee Miller Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
C ountry/R ockabilly
Alvin Crow & Guests Memorial Day Dance
La Zona Rosa, 8pm, NA
Erik Moll & Erik Hokkanen Headliners East, 
9pm, NC
Two Hoots & A Holler + TBA 311,8.30pm, 
$4
Blues/R& B
Excellos Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Stumble + Albert’s Alley with Evie Combs
Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Rock
GWAR + Melvins Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Mr Jones Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Will Sexton Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
O pen M ike 
Blues Jam Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Mike Mordecai’s Jazz Jam Elephant, 9.30pm, 
NC
Hosts Susan Lindfors & Russ Somers 
Chicago House, 8pm, NC 
Radio
Blue Monday KUT, 8pm________________
TUESDAY 26lh
A coustic
Bummer Night with Sarah Elizabeth 
Campbell & Pals La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NC 
Chicago Showcase Chicago House, 9pm, $3 
Kent Finlay’s Songwriters Showcase 
Headliners East, 9pm, NC
Country/R ockabilly 
Jimmy Davis & Larry Boyd Henry’s, 8pm, 
NC
Wayne Hancock Broken Spoke, 8pm, NC
Blues/R& B
Blue Pepper & The Silli Chilis + Hand To
Mouth Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Blues Revue with Walter Higgs 311,8pm, NC
Fat Tones Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Smokin Joe Kubek Pearl’s, 10pm, NA
Toni Price Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Jazz
Bobby Doyle Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Tony Campise Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
GWAR + Melvins Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
O pen M ike
Old Time Fiddlers Jam Cap’n Tom’s, 7pm, 
NC
Open Stage with Bill Bailey Austin Outhouse, 
9.30pm, NC____________________________
WEDNESDAY 27th
T exas
Texana Dames + Lucian Turk Auditorium 
Shores, 7pm, NC
A coustic
Melinda Joyce Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Champ Hood & The Threadgill Troubadors 
& guests Threadgill’s, 6.30pm, NC 
C ountry/R ockabilly 
Alvin Crow Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Chaparral + Sweating Bullets 311, 8.30pm, 
$3
OM Brown & The Rowdy Cowboys Broken 
Spoke, 8pm, NA
Wayne Hancock La Zona Rosa, 8pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Buddy Tucker & The Soul Hustlers + Lady 
Luck & The Bad Breaks Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Gary Primich & The Midnight Creepers
Antone’s, 10pm, NA
Jim Talbot Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Parker Townsend Austin Outhouse, 10pm,
NC
Storming Heaven Hole In The Wall, 10pm, 
NA
Jazz
Jazz Pharaohs Elephant, 5.30pm, NC 
Native Sun Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Tomas Ramirez Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Rock
Beaver Nelson Black Cat, 11 pm, $3 
I-Tex Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NA 
O pen M ike
Hosts MJ Torrance & Kevin Gant Chicago 
House, 8pm, NC
Radio
Will Indian Show KAZI, 88.7FM, 9pm
THURSDAY 28th
A coustic
D’JalmaGamier’s French Band Grizwald’s, 
7.30pm, NC
Eric Geyer + TBA Chances, 9pm, NA 
Rob Watkins Gruene Hall, 7.30pm, NC 
Songwriters Show Great T aste Of Texas, 8pm, 
NC
Sundogs La Zona Rosa, 9pm, NA 
Will Sexton, Richard Bowden & Bukka 
Allen Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Country/R ockabilly
High Noon Headliners East, 9pm, NC 
Jim McCord Broken Spoke, 8pm, NA 
Son Geezinslaw & Boomer Norman Henry ’ s, 
8pm, NC
Sundown Western Dance: Chaparral + 
guests 311,7.30pm, $3 
Soul
Atlantics 311, 10.30pm, $3 
Blues/R&B
Ghetto Men Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Hoodoo Cats Antone’s, 10pm, NA 
Jim Talbot + Back Alley Boys Joe’s, 7.30pm, 
NC
Kathy & The Kilowatts Maggie Mae’s, 10pm, 
NC
Logan & The Lix Babe’s, 9pm, NC
Mike Morgan & The Crawl Pearl’s, 10pm,
NA
J azz
Cullen Offers Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
Jazz Bandits Jazz On 6th St, 8pm, NC 
Susanna Sharpe & Samba Police Chicago 
House, 8pm, $5
Rock
Donner Party Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Soul Hat Black Cat, 11pm, $3
FRIDAY 29Hi
T exas
Don Walser & Howard Kalish Green 
Mesquite, 7pm, NC
Robert Earl Keen Jr Gruene Hall, 8pm, NA
A coustic
Don McCalister Cypress Creek Cafe, 8pm, 
NC
Muleskinners + Iris Dement Waterloo Ice 
House (6th/Lamar), 9.30pm, NA 
Storyville Chicago House, 10pm, $4 
C ountry/R ockabilly 
Alvin Crow Roadrunner’s, 8pm, $5 
Chaparral + Libbi Bosworth & Tumblin 
Dice + MJ Torrance 311,6pm, $3 
Checkered Past Nitelites, 8pm, NC 
Gary P Nunn Broken Spoke, 9.30pm, $5 
Herman The German & Das Cowboy Maggie 
Mae’s, 10pm, NC
Larry Salinas & The Country Airs with Bert 
Rivera Henry’s, 8pm, NC 
Tailgators Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Blues/R& B
Anson Funderburg & The Rockets with 
Sam Myers Antone’s, 8pm, NA 
Bobby Mack & Night Train Babe’s, 10pm, 
NC
Frigidaires Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Jim Talbot + Evidence Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Marcia Ball La Zona Rosa, 10pm, NA 
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3 
Toby Anderson Pearl’s, 10pm, $1
Jazz
Brew with Karen Chavis Jazz On 6th St, 10pm, 
NC
Jazz Pharaohs Chez Fred (W), 8pm, NC 
Tomas Ramirez Chez Fred (X), 8pm, NC
Rock
Beaver Nelson & The Donkeys Hole In The 
Wall, 10pm, NA
Buffalo Tom Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA 
Donner Party Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Joe Rockhead Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Texas Instruments+Muleskinners Chances, 
10pm, NA
SATURDAY 30ifli
A coustic
Sarah Elizabeth Campbell+Don McCalister 
Great Taste Of Texas, 9pm, NC 
Sundogs Cibolo Creek, 9pm, NA 
Country/R ockabilly 
*Libbi Bosworth & Tumblin Dice Henry’s, 
8pm, NC
Alvin Crow & The Pleasant Valley Boys
Gruene Hall, 9pm, NA
Christine Albert Waterloo Ice House (6th/
Lamar), 9.30pm, NA
Don Walser’s Pure Texas Band Broken 
Spoke, 9.30pm, $5
Herman The German & Das Cowboy Maggie 
Mae’s,10pm, NC
LeRoi Brothers Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Two Hoots & A Holler + 47 Indians + Barb 
Donovan 311,6pm, $4
Blues/R&B
Bobby Mack & Night Train Pearl’s, 10pm, 
$1
Carlos Thompson + Blue Pepper & The Silli
Chilis Joe’s, 7.30pm, NC
Jim Talbot Babe’s, 10pm, NC
Logan & The Lix Roadrunner’s, 9pm, $4
Solid Senders Headliners East, 9pm, $3
WC Clark Blues Revue Jazz On 6th St, 10pm,
NC
Jazz
Brew with Karan Chavis Elephant, 9.30pm, 
NC
Jazz Pharaohs Grizwald’s, 7.30pm, NC 
Mitch Watkins Manuel’s, noon, NC 
Square One Flamingo Cantina, 10pm, NC
Rock
Beat-O-Sonics Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NA 
Bon Terra Drive + Susan Colton Chicago 
House, 10.30pm, $4
Coffee Sergeants+John Ridenour Cluster+ 
Pony Chances, 10pm, NA 
Donner Party Filling Station, 9.30pm, NC 
Joe King Carrasco La Zona Rosa, 10pm,NA 
Little Sister Black Cat, 11pm, $3 
Soul Hat Liberty Lunch, 10pm, NA
Radio
Folkways KUT, 8am
SUNDAY 31st
T exas
Texana Dames La Zona Rosa, 5pm, $3 
A coustic
Jon Ims Gruene Hall, 5pm, NC 
Monte Montgomery Cibolo Creek, 5pm, NC 
Muleskinners Hole In The Wall, 10pm, NA 
Russ Somers Austin Outhouse, 10pm, NC 
Timber Wolves Grizwald’s, 5pm, NC 
WST Bluegrass Green Mesquite, 7pm, NC 
Country/R ockabilly 
Don McCalister’s Cowboy Jazz Revue La 
Zona Rosa, 9.30pm, NA 
Herman The German & Das Cowboy 
Headliners East, 9pm, NC
Jazz
*Arson Chicago House, 8pm, $5 
Doug Hall Trio Elephant, 9.30pm, NC 
New Policy Pearl’s, 10pm, NC 
Susanna Sharpe’s Brazilian Trio Manuel’s, 
noon, NC
Utopia + Bavarian Mystery Band Zilker 
Hillside, 5.30pm, NC
O pen M ike
6th Street Blues Jam with Walter Higgs 311, 
8pm, NC
Bluegrass Open Mike with Grazmatics Cap ’n
Tom’s, 2pm, NC
Blues Open Mike with Parker Townsend
Joe’s, 8pm, NC
Radio
Live Set: Jim Scarborough KUT, 8pm 
Texas Radio KUT, 9pm
GREAT GRAFITTI OF AUSTIN
Friends d o n ’t let friends m ix monitors 
(Scholz G arten m en ’s room )
V E N U E
G U ID E
BW - beer & wine, FB = full bar. Directions 
from Congress Ave (E & W of) and the Colorado 
(N & S of), C = Central, 6 = 6th St district. 
Antone’s 2915 Guadalupe474-5314. FB (NC) 
Austin Outhouse 3510 Guadalupe 451 -2266. 
BW (NC)
Babe’s 208 E 6th 473-2262. FB, food (6) 
Black Cat Lounge 309 E 6th. BW (6) 
Broken Spoke 3201 S Lamar 442-6189. FB
(5 )
Cactus Cafe UT Texas Union, 24th & 
Guadalupe 471-8228. FB, no smoking (NC) 
Cap’n Tom’s 11800 N Lamar 834-1848. BW, 
BBQ (N)
Chances 900 Red River 472-8273. FB (6) 
Chez Fred Westlake 1014 Walsh Tarleton 
328-9187. FB, food (W)
Chez Fred Crossroads 9070 Research 451- 
6494. FB, food (N)
Chicago House 607 Trinity 473-2542. BW, 
snacks, local artists’ tapes (6)
Club Max Red Lion Hotel, 1-25 @ Hwy 290. 
323-5466. FB (N)
Continental Club 1315 S Congress 441 -2444. 
FB (SC)
Cypress Creek Cafe Wimberley 847-5300. 
FB, food (45 mins SW)
Duncan’s 12401 N Lamar. 873-9257. BYOB 
(N)
Elephant Room 315 Congress 473-2279. FB 
(C)
Filling Station 801 Barton Springs 477-1022. 
FB, food (S)
Flamingo Cantina 515 E 6th 474-9336. BW
(6)
Great Taste Of Texas 9828 Great Hills Trail 
#310 338-1777. BW, food (N)
Green Mesquite 1400 Barton Springs 479- 
0485. BW, BBQ (SC)
Grizwald’s 1703 S 1st 440-8778. FB, food (S) 
Gruene Hall Gruene 625-0142. BW (45 mins 
S)
Headliners East 406 E 6th 476-3488. FB (6) 
Henry’s 6317 Burnet 453-9594. BW (N) 
High Time 314 Congress 479-0307. Food, no 
smoking/alcohol (C)
Hole In The Wall 2538 Guadalupe 472-5599. 
FB, food (NC)
Jazz On 6th Street 212 E 6th 479-0474. FB, 
food (6)
Joe’s Generic Bar 315 E 6th 480-0171. BW
(6)
KUT 90.5 FM
La Zona Rosa 612 W 4th 482-0662. FB, food 
(WC)
Liberty Lunch 405 W 2nd 477-0461. BW 
(WC)
Maggie Mae’s Old Pub 325 E 6th 478-8541. 
FB, import beers (6)
Manuel’s 3 lOCongress 472-7555. FB, Interior 
Mexican food (C)
Nitelites Best Western (Seville Plaza), 43231- 
35.479-551 l.F B (S )
Pearl’s Oyster Bar 9003 Research 339-7444. 
FB, food (N)
Roadrunner’s 143 Kelly Rd, Bastrop 237- 
9602. BW (30 mins SE)
Ruby’s 512 W 29th 477-1651. BW, BBQ (N) 
Saxon Pub 1320 S Lamar 448-2552. FB (S) 
Steamboat 403 E 6th 478-2913. FB (6) 
Threadgill’s 6416 N Lamar 451-5440. FB, 
Southern food (N)
311 Club 311 E 6th 477-1630. FB (6) 
Waterloo Ice House 601 N Lamar 472-5400. 
BW, food (WC)
WaterlooIceHouse 110638th451-5245.BW, 
food (NC)
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC VIDEOS
From Conception to Completion
Calvin Russell’s 
“A Crack In Time " 
music video for 
New Rose Records 
France “FANTASTIC”
Nick Koster, KASE-FM
INTENSE MINI-FILM NOIR WITH 
MOOD AND ATMOSPHERE”
John Conquest, Music City Texas
“ONE OF THE BEST TEXAS 
MUSIC VIDEOS”
Kent Benjamin, Austin Chronicle
Award-winning filmmaker Daniel Erickson 
on the set of Pat Mears’ “Look For You" 
music video for SilenZ Records, Holland
GENERIC 
FILM & 
VIDEO
9 0 3  PHILCO 
AUSTIN TX 78745  
(5 1 2 ) 4 4 7 -6 8 8 2  
FAX 4 7 9 -6 2 1 2
